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QUESTION: 1
The Departmental/Express installation uses a predefined user ID, along with the
password you enter, to configure DB2 and create an account on the local system.
What is the default name on this account?
A. wpdb2ins
B. wasadmin
C. db2admin
D. quickradmin

Answer: A

QUESTION: 2
Which of the following is NOT required to be running when starting the Lotus
Quickr server?

A. Database
B. Local security host
C. An administrative console
D. WebSphere Application Server

Answer: B

QUESTION: 3
In which of the following locations does Lotus Quickr store users and groups that
exist in the user registry?

A. As entries in the local wmm.xml
B. As entries in the portal database
C. As entries in theWSAdmin group in your LDAP source
D. As entries in theQuickrMember group in your LDAP source

Answer: B

QUESTION: 4
Which of the following is the virtual resource root node of all resources in the release
domain?
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A. Portal
B. Markups
C. Web modules
D. Content node

Answer: A

QUESTION: 5
Terrance has successfully created a Web SSO configuration document to integrate his
Lotus Domino domain with the WebSphere Application server running Lotus Quickr.
Even after replicating the document to all the other Lotus Domino servers in that
domain, however, he is unable to successfully pass authentication across the servers.
Which of the following is the cause for this issue?

A. All servers are part of the same DNS domain
B. All the servers are connected to the same LDAP source
C. The WebSphere Application Server was used to export the LTPA token into Lotus
Domino
D. Enabling multi-server authentication must be done individually for every Lotus
Domino server

Answer: D

QUESTION: 6
Which of the following is a set of conditional statements that enables a resource to be
evaluated so that specified actions can be applied to the resource automatically?

A. Policy rule
B. Policy state
C. Policy condition
D. Policy container

Answer: A

QUESTION: 7
The Administrator@Portal role contains a special permission that allows the
Administrator to make arbitrary changes to the access control configuration of all
resources. The Administrator can also create and delete roles, role assignments, and
role blocks. Which of the following roles is also allowed this ability?
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A. User Manager
B. Policy Administrator
C. Security Administrator
D. WebSphere Member Manager

Answer: C

QUESTION: 8
The Credential Vault stores credentials that allow portlets to log in to applications
outside the realm on behalf of the user. Which of the following credentials allows you
to establish connections via Basic Authentication, Lightweight Third Party
Authentication (LTPA) token authentication, or simple form-based user ID/password
login challenges?

A. Active
B. Logged
C. Passive
D. Embedded

Answer: A

QUESTION: 9
Which of the following allows you to group users from one or more LDAP trees of
one user registry and expose them as a coherent user population to Lotus Quickr?

A. Realm
B. Domain
C. Territory
D. Community

Answer: A

QUESTION: 10
Bill needs to make some changes to the current policies for his Lotus Quickr
environment. In which of the following locations will he work with policy types for
portal resources?
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